Abstract-This paper proposes a novel fault diagnosis approach based on generative adversarial networks (GAN) for imbalanced industrial time series where normal samples are much larger than failure cases. We combine a well-designed feature extractor with GAN to help train the whole network. Aimed at obtain data distribution and hidden pattern in both original distinguishing features and latent space, the encoder-decoderencoder three-sub-network is employed in GAN, based on Deep Convolution Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) but without Tanh activation layer and only trained on normal samples. In order to verify the validity and feasibility of our approach, we test it on rolling bearing data from Case Western Reserve University and further verify it on data collected from our laboratory. The results show that our proposed approach can achieve excellent performance in detecting faulty by outputting much larger evaluation scores.
I. INTRODUCTION

T
Imely and accurate fault diagnosis in industrial systems is of utmost importance. Utilizing acquired measurements and other monitoring information about machine status can help to detect where is damaged or when is about to damage. Thus, fault diagnosis plays a significantly important role in ensuring industrial production is carried out normally and orderly. Taking the characteristics of industrial process data into consideration, there are usually two points of view for fault diagnosis. One is based on the analysis of the failure mechanism which needs one to be familiar with structure of the monitored component, vibration mode, fault performance and so on. The other is based on a "black box" pattern where the core algorithm is dedicated to extracting features and pattern recognition. Machine learning, especially the prosperity of deep learning, makes the latter increasingly occupy a pivotal position in industrial fault diagnosis.
For fault diagnosis in industrial area, the most typical data are physical signals recorded by specific sensors over a duration, such as current and voltage signals, also known as time series data. Using time series for fault diagnosis is always seen as a binary classification problem. At present, researchers prefer to extract useful features perfectly representing time series, and then adopt classification algorithm for fault detection based on these distinguishing features. On the one hand, feature-based models aimed at different datasets can effectively promote smooth complement of fault detection algorithm. On the other hand, because of the advancements in deep learning to extract rich hierarchical features and achieve good performance for classifying, deep learning models for time series analysis has been well studied. However, using deep learning models for time series anomalies faces two difficulties : 1) A large number of labeled datasets are essential for deep learning model during training stage. But in many practical industrial systems, samples from abnormal operating condition are often of insufficient data sizes. The imbalance of the positive and negative samples will cause the prediction results biased towards positive in testing stage. In addition, when the equipment runs normally followed by abnormally for a period of time, it is difficult to clearly find out the starting point of abnormality from collected datasets. Thus, it is impossible to clearly label the data, which will also have a very adverse impact on the training of the model; 2) Time series datasets tend to be very large. In general, diversified sensors are responsible for collecting abundant information, and each sensor typically records data continuously at relatively high frequencies in time. If one directly feeds these data into deep neural network for training, not only is calculation huge but also training effect is minimal. Before using the neural network, how to effectively preprocess these huge datasets and extract useful features is problem that are expected to be solved.
To solve the imbalanced industrial data for fault diagnosis and preprocess the huge amount of time series before training the model, motivated by [1] , [2] , we propose a novel GAN [3] based approach combing the advantages of feature extractor and GAN. The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) For the univariate time series in the industrial field, a fault detection algorithm based on GAN is proposed for the first time. We add a feature extractor specific for industrial time series which is able to present the unique feature of a period and at the same time reduce dimension and computing time before the data is feed into our fault detector. We test our idea on the benchmark dataset ( rolling bearing data from Case Western Reserve University) at first and then validate on datasets collected from our own laboratory, the results show
LG] 1 Apr 2019 that our algorithm achieves good performance for fault diagnosis on above datasets. 2) We use time series as the input to our algorithm drawn only from normal samples during the training process, which is very helpful for solving the problem of less data of fault samples as a common scenario in the industrial field. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works including feature-based models and deep learning models for fault diagnosis with time series. Section III proposes our fault diagnosis framework based on GAN. Experiment setup and results are given in Section IV and Section V. Finally, conclusion and future work are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Fault diagnosis has long been a question of great interest in industrial process systems. A considerable amount of work has been published to propose efficient theory and algorithm for detecting fault in industrial time series data. Our review is primarily focused on classic feature-based models and several efficient deep learning models.
Feature-based models aim to extract time domain features [4] , [5] , frequency domain features(FFT) or time-frequency domain features (wavelet analysis) followed by traditional classification method (principal components analysis, SVM , random forest and so on). In contrast, deep learning models show more and more outstanding performance than featuredbased.
Many anomaly detection techniques used in time series data have been well developed, such as Long Short Term Memory networks in [6] Recurrent neural networks in [7] , Convolution neural networks in [8] , Autoencoders in [9] . Recently, Li et al. proposed a novel GAN-based Anomaly Detection (GANAD) method combining GAN with LSTM-RNN to detect anomalies on multivariate time series in [10] . Lim et al. first put forward a data augmentation technique focused on improving performance in unsupervised anomaly detection based on GAN [11] .
As can be seen from above, more recent attention in the literature has been focused on the provision of adversarial training, especially on GAN. GAN, viewed as an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, since initially introduced by Goodfellow et al. in 2014, has achieved outstanding application effects in the field of image recognition. Based on GAN, there has been emerged various kinds of adversarial algorithm. For further details, we refer the interested reader to a website which gives a very comprehensive summary of GAN and its variants [website: https://github.com/hindupuravinash/the-ganzoo]. Last year, based on GAN, a generic anomaly detection architecture called GANomaly put forward by Samet et al. in [1] shows superiority and efficacy compared with previous state-of-the-art approaches over several benchmark image datasets, which gives us an inspiration for fault diagnosis in industrial area. To explain our approach thoroughly in next part, we will briefly introduce GANomaly.
As we all know, GAN consists of two networks (a generator and a discriminator) competing with each other during training such that the former tries to generate an image similar to the real, while the latter determines whether the image is real or generated from the generator. Based on GAN, Samet et al. employ encoder-decoder-encoder sub-networks in the generator network to train a semi-supervised network. They build the network architecture by using DCGAN and employ three loss functions in generator to capture distinguishing features in both input images and latent space. They first proposed a training algorithm for no-negative samples and achieved state-of-the-art performance for anomaly detecting in some image benchmark datasets.
III. OUR APPROACH Figure 1 . Overview of our proposed training procedure Motivated by [1] and [2] , aimed at univariate time series data in industrial area, we propose a new network trained only on normal samples aimed at detecting fault in time series dataset from industrial area. We adopt the similar encoderdecoder-encoder three-sub-networks in generator, but with a different network architecture. In addition, we add a feature extractor before generator to help train the whole network. During training, we first extract features of the univariate time series data, and then obtain data distribution and potential representative mode of normal samples by our designed faulty detector from extracted features. Finally, diagnose faults or anomalies by outputting higher scores in test samples. We will explain our algorithm in detail.
Problem definition: given an univariate time series dataset D = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n },whereX i = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x t } representing data recorded by one sensor in a period of time, we need to analyze whether each sample in D is normal, which means the algorithm should output 0(normal) or 1(faulty) corresponding to each sample.
In our algorithm, input dataset D are just normal samples during training stage. If we just take normal samples into consideration, the generator will explore and generate possible representation mode of normal data distribution. Once faulty samples are feed into our anomaly detector, the generator will encode and decode samples as the normal, leading to large deviation from the original elements and these clear differences shown on distance between the original and generated will help us find faulty. After training, the test dataset will include both normal and abnormal classes.
As is shown in Figure 1 , the network structure of our algorithm consists of three parts: feature extractor, generator and discriminator.
In order to analyze whether the equipment is faulty, it is usually necessary to record data during continuous hours as a sample point. A sample point usually includes tens of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of data. Apparently, it's impossible to directly feed such huge amount of data into training networks. Therefore, we need a feature extractor to reduce dimension of samples. In order to maximize the retention of feature information, each sample is subsampled which is equal in length firstly and then subsamples are used to extract features. There are usually two ways utilized to extract characterization information in feature extractor: artificial extraction and neural network. Manual extraction is a purposeful method, which means that researchers have known what feature information will be acquired before inputting samples, such as maximum value, minimum value, variance, steepness, frequency, skewness and so on mentioned in some conventional literatures on time series analysis. In contrast, feature extraction by neural network is purpose-free, where it is not known what the final output features will be. It is a black box mode to extract specific pattern for a specific dataset. Clearly, both methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Different feature extraction methods can be considered for different datasets. Although neural network, especially deep neural network can automatically capture useful information about the task so that heavy crafting on data processing and feature engineering will be avoided, such nonparametric learning algorithms require a lot more data to train and suffer seriously from overfitting. We believe that elaborately designed neural networks feed with carefully selected features show good performance in plenty of time series tasks. In addition, neutral networks have shown in our generator and discriminator, so for univariate time series data studied in our paper, we just employ artificial extractor. That is not to say feature extractor can be chosen randomly, because we find if we choose more relevant information about faulty diagnosis (e.g. some important information from physical model and analysis), the performance will become more amazing.
For generator, the two encoder learn to acquire input samples representation and generated samples representation respectively and the decoder tries to reconstruct input data at the same time. The whole process is as follows: data X from feature extractor is feed into G e , whose architecture consists of convolutional layers followed by batch-norm and leaky ReLU activation. G e downscales X into latent representation z, which is the material used by G d to recreate the input samples. G d adopts convolutional transpose layers, ReLU activation and batch-norm. Unlike conventional DCGAN, the last layer of Gd does not employ Tanh activation function to scale data in [ -1,1]. The architecture of last encoder G e is the same as G e with different parametrization, and the output Z is the same as Z in terms of data dimension. The generator guarantees that not only the characteristics of the input samples, but also the pattern of the latent space can be learned at the same time.
The discriminator adopts the standard discriminator network introduced in DCGAN [12] , which is used to distinguish whether input data is real or generated. Having defined our overall network architecture, we now continue to discuss how we define loss function for learning.
In the training phase, because only the normal samples are considered, the three sub-networks of the generator only obtain normal pattern. But in the testing phase, the generator still processes fault samples according to the model acquired during training stage, which means that outputs of the decoder and the second encoder will be similar to the outputs of normal samples, inevitably deviating from the input fault samples and latent vector from the first encoder respectively, so that help us identify fault parts. Fraud Loss. We base the computation of the fraud loss L f on the discriminator output by feeding the generated sample into the discriminator, and the formula is as follows:
where σ is the binary cross entropy loss function. To fool discriminator, we define the fraud loss of generated samples during adversarial training, with D(G(z)) and targets α = 1.
Fraud loss is aimed to induce the discriminator to judge generated samples from generator as real samples. It is not enough for the generator to learn potential patterns under normal samples and to reconstruct generated samples as realistically as possible, so we define apparent loss measuring L 1 distance between the original and the fake samples: Apparent Loss. We base the computation of the fraud loss L a on the discriminator output by feeding the generated sample into the discriminator, and the formula is as follows:
Latent Loss. In addition to fraud loss and apparent loss, we also define latent loss to minimize the distance between the latent representation of real samples and the encoded bottleneck features of generated samples. This loss can help to learn latent representation both in real and fake examples.
In summary, the loss function of the generator consists of three parts:
For discriminator, feature matching loss is adopted for adversarial learning, which is proposed by Salimans et al. [13] to reduce the instability of GAN training.
In the testing phase, our model use latent loss and apparent for scoring the abnormality of a given subsample. Anomaly score is defined as
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP In order to evaluate feasibility and effectiveness, we first test our algorithm on rolling bearing data from Case Western Reserve University(CWRU), and then further validate it by using rolling bear dataset collected from our laboratory. The two datasets are as follows.
Rolling bearing data from CWRU It is a bearing fault diagnosis dataset measuring vibration signal at locations near to and remote from the motor bearings by using accelerometer. Motor bearings were seeded with faults using electro-discharge machining (EDM). Faults ranging from 0.007 inches to 0.040 inches in diameter were introduced separately at the inner raceway, rolling element (i.e. ball) and outer raceway. [website: http://csegroups.case.edu/bearingdatacenter/home] Rolling bearing data from our laboratory and Jia− ngnan University This dataset is similar to that from CWRU, but only using the bearing of 14-mil fault diameter. We record voltage signals from the motor by a Hall sensor (sampling frequency is 50Hz) considering four conditions including normal condition, faulty condition with fault at rolling elements, faulty condition with fault at outer race, and faulty condition with fault at inner race and for each operational condition we experiment on three bearings.
The procedure for train and test for the above datasets is as follows: We divide normal samples into 80% and 20% as training set and test set respectively. In the training stage, only normal samples are considered while the fault sample is included in testing phase. For rolling bearing data from CWRU, considering we just want to test if our algorithm is feasible, we don't bother to design feature extractor. We just subsample(size is 3136) drive end accelerometer signal in normal dataset, and then input subsamples to train our anomaly detector. For rolling bearing data from our lab, we carefully adopt sixteen distinguishing features consist of maximum value, minimum value, average value, standard deviation, peak to peak value, average amplitude, root mean square value, skewness value, waveform indicator, pulse indicator, twist index, peak indicator, margin indicator, kurtosis index, square root amplitude and so on for feature extractor. After validation on our dataset, to show the superiority of our network architecture, We compare our method against another network called bidirectional generative adversarial networks (BiGANs) proposed by [14] , because BiGAN based on GAN shows excellent performance on anomaly detection in image field.
We implement our approach in PyTorch [15] by optimizing the networks using Adam [16] with an initial learning rate 0.001, and momentums 0.5, 0.999. We train the model for 20 epochs for both datasets.
V. RESULTS
For both datasets, after training according to the above parameters, the evaluation scores of normal samples and abnormal samples output respectively on the test set. From Figure2 , we can make a clear judgment on the failure of the sample data by the level of the score: high score means high possibility of abnormality and vice versa. In addition, we just adjust the weighted factor in general loss, we find that the scores acquired can help us classify different types of faults Figure3. We select a normal sample and a fault sample in CWRU dataset randomly, and visualize the two samples on the original sample and the reconstructed sample and the latent representation between them. As is shown in Figure4 and Foigure5, whether the comparison of raw data with re-engineered data, or the potential space comparison between them, the fault samples are significantly larger than the normal sample. This explains intuitively why the algorithm we proposed is very effective for fault detecting in industrial univariate time series.
After testing on CWRU, based on rolling bearing data from our lab, we also get excellent performance just as shown in Figur 6 . In addition, we explore how the choice of hyperparameters ultimately affect the overall performance of the Figur 7 , We see that the optimal performance is achieved when the length of the subsample is 12000 both for two datasets. Considering the sampling frequency is 50Hz for data collected in our lab, we are able to infer that the potential pattern of this dataset is hidden in the data collected every 4 minutes. According to Figure8, we can conclude that when the size of the latent representation is 64, the model will achieve the highest accuracy for our dataset, but the size of latent representation does not make an effect on final accuracy of data from CWRU. To further validate effectiveness of our anomaly detector, we make a comparison between our architecture and BiGAN network on different sizes of subsamples. The results show that our algorithm is almost stable on different sizes of subsamples and achieve higher accuracy than BiGAN. Aimed at imbalanced industrial time series datasets, we put forward an innovative architecture where just normal samples are considered for training to achieve superior fault diagnosis performance. We elaborately design a feature extractor before fault detector based on data characteristics for specific datasets, and an encoder-decoder-encoder generator guarantee that code and reconstruct latent pattern of normal samples and detect the existence of abnormal samples by outputting a large deviation score. Future work should consider more about feature extractor, because different recorded signals often possess different feature modes. In addition, how to combine data information between different dimensions of multivariate time series in the algorithm to achieve better diagnostic effects is also worthy of well studied.
